Process Triage - What is it?

A fast, results-focused process and team improvement protocol

A *Medical Triage* assesses patients, determines how severe their injuries are and then treats them in the right order within available capabilities.

In *Process Triage*, our patients are business processes and instead of injuries we have inefficiencies and other types of pain points that hinder the process’s performance objectives.

At *ProcessTriage*® we leverage your staff’s expert process knowledge using a fast yet effective process triaging protocol to identify the most valuable improvement action items, called *Small Now’s℠*, and projects, called *Big Now’s℠* to work on immediately.

Simply select the business process (the patient), your triage team members, and the full-day venue.

Trust our Process Triage® facilitator to lead your team to a slate of improvements to launch immediately, all bought-in and focused on your goal. *Small Now’s℠* and *Big Now’s℠* that cannot be scheduled, called *Not Yets℠*, outline the business case for managing upward and acquiring additional resources. Use our Process Triage® Workshop to bind your team to your vision and give you a clear, achievable path toward your high-performance team goals.